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Abstract
Urban ecologic environment is regarded as a complex system. It will be presenied in the paPer that we
should make comprehensive assessment. and map compilation on' it as viewed from not only environment pollution, but also extensive interaction and ooordinated development between human activities and urban ecologic environment, which is mcst important. And under the concept of the system, urban ecologic environment can be assessed and mapped at 3 different levels.
1 lnlroductlon
Before we discuss how to make assessment and map compilation on urban ecologic Environment, we
should be clearly aware that what the importance of the work is. If you want to do this work, you
have to know "how to do". The problem "how to do" can be decomposed into several sub-problems
which concern analysing aspects ,evaluating standards, evaluating methods and the result representien
etc.. The above problems are the key points for the work.
1. 1 l1n'[X11'lance

In the city ecologic system, its two components, urban environment and citizens, interact each other
and make progress together. Is urban environment suitable to the need of human beings· or advantageous to the development of human beings and all kinds of its activities? This is a very important problem concerning whether human rociety can healthily and steady develop or not. We should pay more
attention to it. Therefore, we should make systematic and comprehensive survey on urban environment, and find the advantages to the urban environment construction and the problems, disadvantages in the urban environment, which hinder the development of human beeings, so that we may
have a definite object in view to make urban construction and bring about a wonderful environment to
the residents of city. We are sure that cartographers can playa very important role in the ~t
on urban ecologic environment.
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From which angles and aspects to analyse and ~ the urban environment? This is the first problem
when we start the work. In the common way, we lookat the structure of the environment at first.
Urban environment consists of physical (e. g.landform, soil) elements and artificial (e. g. building,
road) elements, and thereby is influenced by physical factors, such as landform, soil, water etc. ,
and social-economic factors, such as industry, population, traffic etc. So, we should look into the
problem from all

~ysical

and social- economic aspects. But from different angles, these will be in-

volved more or less, or paid different emphases. "From different angles" means that we should centre
on a certain activity to discuss all influencing factors on it. For example, centring on coordinated development, which almostly involve aU activities, we can make general assessment on the environment (at
the city level or at the level of Adm. divisiOns in the city), and centring on a certain activity such as
residence and industrial production, we can make particular

~ments

on residential environment

and industrial environrnent(at the level of the function quarters in the city). In the process of analy-

ses, we should make sure which factor is major one, which is favourable and which

is disadvantag-

eous, so that we may have the correct results. Thus "it can be seen, "making a concrete analysis of
concrete conditions" and "gripping the major factors based on a overall and comprehensive analysis"
are the two prin~iples for this.
1. 3 8Imu1JIf'ds

The next problem is "According what standard to analyse?" As we all know. the optimum state of
coordinated development between human beings and environment can be described by "Happiness and
Health If. And "Happiness and Health" can be further more described by 3 good benefits i. e. , eC(momic benefits, social benefits and ecologic benefits. Therefore, the factors which can bring about
these 3 good benefits are regarded as favourable ones, and vice versa. According to the 3 benefits, we
can make assessment on all factors and aspects of the environment (This process of ~ment is usu-

.

"

ally known as index or data quantifying).
1. 4

M~

Basic

~

We can apply a lot of means such as remote sensing, mathematics, computer and map analysis to the
whole process of the assessment.
Whether the assessment is done qualitatively ot quantitatively, the following steps are included as the
basic processesl a)seJectjng evaluating units,

Such as administrative units,

land use units and grids;

b)deterrnining the evaluatin& factors, c)singie factor assessment(data quantifying) I d)comprehensive
assessment of muJti~factorS, based on the AHP method and methematic models.
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There are many· representing forms for assessment results. Among them, the'most importsnt and visualone is map representation. Map representation and.map use are throughout the whole precess. The
lIS'lelMIent work starts with the maps (selecting factorS and quantifying data on the maps such as landuse map, topographic map, engineering geologicrnap and population map etc. ) j and ends with the result maps from middle results to final results.
2 Assessment at the city Level
At this level, a city is regarded as a part of the higher regional system. In this case, we always make
general and comprehensive assessment on the quality. of the urban environment from all aspects in the
ecologic viewpoint, being able to compared with those of other cities in the region(see Fig. 1).
.
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Fig. 1 General Assessment System of Urban Ecologic Environment
According to the local situation of our country. we can determine different stadards at different level
for each factor. For.example, at the higher level, the average living space pet person can be 10 m2 ,
at the middle level, it can be 8 m2 ; and .at the lower level,it can be 6 m2• According to these standards, we can make data quantifying for each factor and comprehensive assessment on general quality
of urban environment. The final results can be represented by using symbles at fixed positions in the

regional map(see rig. 2(a».
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FIg. 2

Models of Assessment &. cartography on Urban
3
Ecologic Environment at different levels.

3 Assessment at the uvel of the Function Quarters in the aty

After general assessment on urban environment. we nee<l tQ look into the inside of the city. We should
discuss the environment qualities in differeni fun~tion quarters aiming at different activities. such as

residence, industrial production, traffic, commerce, tourism and investment etc.. For different activities, we need to select different factors and use different assessment system. Two examples as shown
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3 Assessment System of Urban Residential Environment
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Fig. 4 Asses<;ment System of Urban Tourism Environment
At this level, final results can be represented by usng colours or patterns at the fu~ction quarters in a .
series of city maps, as shown in Fig.2(b).
4 Assessment at level of the Admlilistration Divisions in the Qty
In order to strengthen· administrative management and implementation of varies construction in the
city, we need to make further assessment on the ecologic environment in the administration divisions
generally or Functionally, Statistical Indexes are usually used, e. g. average value per capita, average
value per m2 • density and average distance etc. , see Fig. 5. At this level, final results can ·be rep..
resented by USing colours or patterns in the administrative devisions on maps, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
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Fig. 5 Assessment System of Urban Environment in Adm. Divisions

5 Conclusions
• Assessment on urban ecologic environment is the important basis for urban planning and
construction, which must be based on awareness of the advantages and problems in the city.
• Assessment on urban ecologic environinent should be viewed from coordinated development between human

bein~

and environment besides environment pollution.

• All factors mentioned above at 3 levels and thei,r evaluating results can be represented on
maps. which describe all factors qualitatively. quantitatively and in fixed position. Through
the integrate desigh and logic arrangement. we can compile the atlas of urban ecologic environment
• Map use and map representation run through the whole process of the assessment on urban ecologic environment. Cartographers play a very important role in the assessment work.
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